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Agenda
History
Motivation
Methodology
Results

History of developers’ competence
Claim the issue
Individual differences among
project personnel accounts for the
largest source of variation in
Claim the methodology
project performance
“By using …source code change
Sackman et al, 1968, 28:1;
history and problem reports we
Curtis, 1981,23:1;
quantify aspects of developer
Boehm, 1981
participation, …, productivity...”
Mockus et al, 2000

“The initial attempt had failed
poorly…”
“Until the many sources of
variation among individuals
have been compared in the
same set of data, it will not be
possible to determine …the
most important predictor of
success…” -Curtis, 1984

Time

Recent findings
How developers new to the project
learn
Von Krogh et al. looked at the
strategies and processes by which
newcomers join the existing OSS
community.. -2003
Dagenais et al listed obstacles facing
developers joining projects
through observing 18 IBM
developers -2010
……

Motivation
Offshoring/outsourcing

• "all (outsourcing) teams have similar experience levels, and all
have had an influx of graduates and are struggling to get them
up to speed“ – Outsourcing manager

 How to speed up the project newcomers?

Organization strategy
 Massive retirement of core developers in mature
legacy products started in the 90's
• ``Original developers probably understood how features
would work and what feature interactions worked, but
subsequent developers are not necessarily aware of the whole
context'‘ –Top developer

 How should the newcomers learn about the
product?

“productive” ≠ “competent”
How long does it take for a developer
in your project to become productive?
 Small-medium scale projects: 2-6 months
 Large scale project: 12 months

What are the stages for a developer?
 Small-medium scale projects : “it takes several
years to become competent in important tasks”
 Large scale project : “we had attempted to
assign mentoring tasks to developers with only
two years of experience, but had unsatisfactory
results”

Research question
How long does it take for an
average developer to become
fluent in a software project?

Fluency: Complete project tasks
rapidly and accurately independent of
task difficulty or importance.

Methodology
Qualitative approach
 Clarifying the purpose,
 Designing questions and
subjects,
 Interviewing and
transcribing,
 Analyzing,
 Validating/verifying, and
 Reporting

Quantitative study
 Retrieve the raw data,
 Perform initial cleaning and
processing,
 Create measures to answer
our research questions,
perform analysis of these
measures, and
 Validate the results

Projects

Years

Domain

Sites

# of Participants

Participant
role:location

A

> 15

Call center

US offshored to India

4

3 dvlprs:India,
DM:India

B

10

Dialer

US offshored to India

4

3 dvlprs: India,
DM:India

C

> 10

Voice Response

US offshored to India

4

3 dvlprs:India,
DM:India

D

> 15

Core telephony

US partly offshored to
India

6

3 dvlprs: US,
DM: US,
OM: US, QM: US

E

10

Embedded telephony:
endpoints

US offshored to India

2

DM: India,
OM: India

F

>7

Embedded core
telephony

UK partly offshored
to India and Romania

3

DM: UK,
OM: Romania,
QM: UK

G

> 15

Messaging

UK and US partly
offshored to India

2

DM: UK,
OM: UK

H

>5

Contact Center

US partly offshored to
India

2

DM: US,
OM: US

I

3

Middleware

China

4

3 dvlpers: China,
DM: China

J

2

A web-based development
platform

China

4

3 dvlprs: China, DM:
China

Data
Raw data
Code changes from version control systems
including cvs, svn, clearcase, sccs
MRs from issue tracking systems including
Jira, Sablime, propriatary system

Observations
20544 changes, 85 developers in Project D
13081 changes, 69 developers in Project A,B
and C

Results

“productive” ≠ “competent”
How long does it take for a developer
in your project to become productive?
 A-J(except D): 2-6 months
 D: 12 months

What are the stages for a developer?
 A-J(except D): “it takes several years to become
competent in important tasks”
 D: “we had attempted to assign mentoring tasks
to developers with only two years of experience,
but had unsatisfactory results”

Why fully productive developers are not assigned some
important project tasks?

Task variations
Interview questions
• What tasks did you do when you joined the project? What was your
project? Which part of the project did you work on: e.g., developing
a new feature, fixing bugs (current engineering)?
• What tasks are you doing now? …

Task variations have two sides
 Difficulty is not centrality
• “the effort to complete an MR is not a factor in assessing the
importance of the MR” –manager of G

 Difficulty overlaps with centrality
• “it’s always easier to do something that doesn’t involve lots of
people” –tester of D

Task difficulty and task centrality
Difficulty

Centrality

Technology

Customer
impact

Working
relationship

Systemwide impact
Team
impact

Domain
Customer
issue

Future
impact

Task difficulty
 Technology,
 “Java is easier than C++” - developers from I

Difficulty
Technology

Centrality
Customer
impact

Working
relationship

Systemwide

Domain

Team
impact

Customer
issue

Future
impact

 Domain . In a product, some domains are
considered to be more difficult than others.
 “this forge module is a mess, it has too many
relationships with other modules.” -developer from J

 Working relationships. A task which requires
communications with more people is considered to
be more complicated
 “it’s always easier to do something that doesn’t involve
lots of people” –tester from D

 Customer related issues.
 “A developer found defect is always simpler to fix than a
bug found by customers.” - manager from G

Task centrality
 Customer impact

Difficulty
Technology

Centrality
Customer
impact

Working
relationship

Systemwide

Domain

Team
impact

 D, “customer escalation trumps everything”;
Future
Customer
impact
issue
 I, “the most experienced developers are sent to the customers
to resolve their problems.”

 System-wide impact

 J, “there are two most important modules, one is the common
library, all the other modules would invoke them; the other is
the forge module, which needs to invoke all the other modules
and show them to the users.”

 Team impact
 J, “once I found some developer who didn’t write comments in
their committing changes, I would go to them and ask them to
add them and do that in the future.”
.

 Future impact
 D, “I see a sense of urgency for our team in terms of skill
acquisition so the team is equipped to address the next
generation of software and product technologies.”

Hypothesis 1.
In a software project tasks vary in
terms of difficulty and centrality.
Different tasks require different
degrees of project fluency.

Quantify how a developer’s fluency
grows over time
Number of tasks (modifications) per
staff-month
Productivity adjusted for task
difficulty
Task centrality

R2 = 0.25

Hypothesis 2.
Developers’ productivity plateaus within 6-7 months
in small and medium projects and it takes more than
12 months in large projects.

Difficulty

Centrality

Technology

Customer
impact

Working
relationship

Systemwide

Domain

Team
impact

Customer
issue

•AvgFiles: The average # of files modified by a task
•FractionCust: The percentage of tasks related to customer reported issues

Future
impact

log Modifications ~ID + AvgFiles + FractionCust + Tenure

R2 = 0.72

Hypothesis 3.
Developers take longer to reach full productivity if
we adjust for the difficulty of tasks.

Difficulty
Technology

•Ctr#delta/mod, average # of past modifications to a module
•Ctr#dvlprs/mod
•Ctr#dvlprs/MR
•Ctr#releases/MR

Centrality
Customer
impact

Working
relationship

Systemwide

Domain

Team
impact

Customer
issue

Future
impact

R2 = 0.69

Hypothesis 4.
It takes developers at least three years to become
fluent in large projects.

Conclusion
Main findings
 Separate the tasks into four dimensions of
difficulty, and four dimensions of centrality,
 Propose ways to measure them, and
 Quantify the growth of a developer’s fluency.

Practical implications
 The offshoring schedule has to accommodate
longer training periods.
 It may require retaining some existing experienced
staff.
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